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The Wild Rose Press announces the release of suspense novel, "A Deep Thing," by A.K. Smith
"Dive into A DEEP THING" What was her husband hiding in the jungles of Mexico?
PHOENIX - Dec. 19, 2016 - PRLog -- Travel writer and Real Estate Broker by day, Phoenix author A.K.
Smith brings the conspiracies of Dan Brown to the heart-felt stories of Nicholas Sparks.
According to Marilyn Baron, author of Stumble Stones: A Novel, "A Deep Thing by A.K. Smith is a high
concept thriller—think The Da Vinci Code of the deep—that grabs you from the beginning and doesn't let
go. A roller coaster ride of romance, suspense, mystery and intrigue, this page turner surprises at every turn
and offers a stunning ending you'll never suspect."
Phoenix resident, A. K. Smith, is fascinated by conspiracies and what if's? Working at Western Maryland
College (now renamed McDaniel College) she was intrigued by the urban legend of a tunnel going from a
campus building to Camp David. Does it exist?
Discover the truth in her debut novel, A Deep Thing. After a tragic diving accident that claimed her
husband's life and left her with a broken heart, young widow, Kendall Jackson discovers her husband had
secrets. Before his death, her husband arranged a diving expedition as a birthday gift for his son. Kendall
persuades her estranged step-son to honor his father's last wish. From the campus of Western Maryland
College to the woods of Camp David and the caves of the Yucatán, Kendall and Ryder take a journey to
discover what her husband worked so hard to hide, and to protect his treasured secrets from falling into the
wrong hands. The choices they make will decide their fate and the future of others. Will they risk
everything for the truth?
"A Deep Thing" published by The Wild Rose Press has already received a Readers' Favorite 5 Star Review
Medal (https://www.amazon.com/Deep-Thing-K-Smith-ebook/dp/B01MG3...) and several Five-Star
reviews from published authors. "We had been looking for a story that brought together international
intrigue, conspiracy, and adventure into a thrilling suspense," Rhonda Penders, Editor-in-Chief said. "A
Deep Thing delivers on all three."
"A Deep Thing" is released in nine countries as an ebook for $5.99 on Amazon
(https://www.amazon.com/Deep-Thing-K-Smith-ebook/dp/B01MG3FOXS/ref=la_B01MPZX7X0_1_1?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=1477597922&sr=1-1), Barnes and Noble, Itunes, Kobo, Google Play and
BookStrand and print book for $16.99 on Amazon and other fine retailers.
A DEEP THING, By A.K. Smith also features several Scottsdale, Phoenix and Paradise Valley locations.
Contact
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